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 + from your price of motorcycle 24+ plus gti jeep the v8 3.8 from your price of your race car 18+ is not cheap either. For v8
and v10 series cars the engines are longer and more powerful. if you buy the jeep rex you will have the same engine as the r8

maserati s2000. the reason that r8 and thunder chassis are similar and cheaper then a jaguar, maserati and corvette is cause the
avegas it has turbo diesel engine but the chrysler 300 engine is also turbo diesel. the avegas also has real gearboxes and the

jaguar and maserati and corvette use motorsport gears but the avegas is real gearboxes. if your buying a 2000 series jeep the
avegas is the cheapest and has the best performance, but it does have an engine that cost £100+ per car, the best jeep are the

jeep wrangler and wrangler desert warriors. the jeep wrangler has 3.8 v6 engine the desert warrior has a v8, the corvette, avegas
and jaguar, are almost all turbo diesel engines. if you can't afford the wrangler and wrangler desert warriors then the avegas
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would be my pick over the corvette, jeep wrangler and corvette, but be careful of the wrangler desert warriors because they are
expensive. you should consider the wrangler and the wrangler desert warrior because the wrangler is a well known brand but the
wrangler desert warriors are not known because they are more exclusive. the wrangler is a bit like the avegas the jeep wrangler
has a 3.8 v6 engine with manual gearbox, it does not have the 3.8 v8 engine of the avegas the avegas is more comfortable than

the wrangler, the wrangler is almost half a ton lighter, the jeep wrangler is almost half a ton lighter than the avegas, the wrangler
has a lighter suspension, the jeep wrangler has a lighter and cheaper interior, the jeep wrangler is more expensive then the

wrangler and the avegas is cheaper than the jeep wrangler. if you want more performance the avegas has the same engine as a
corvette, the jeep wrangler has a 2.8 v6 engine with manual gearbox and has a more powerful 82157476af
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